PERFORMANCE AT ITS BEST
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ABOUT US

PERFORMANCE UNLEASHED
SINCE 2008, Miami-based Fitletic has been proudly
offering an array of innovative products to support
all varieties of athletes. And our collections just keep
growing.
Whether it’s running, hiking, cycling, walking, or
other fitness endeavors, our products are designed
to eliminate the distractions that keep athletes from
unleashing their performance. We continue to provide
the highest quality and most comfortable products on
the market, while we pay special attention to the finest
details.
Our fitness solutions feature our exclusive DuraComfort Technology, combining Neoprene with soft,
technical fibers for water resistance. Our hydration belts
are equipped with our own Silicon Grippers to eliminate
bounce.
As we move into another season of fitness, we want to
thank all the store owners and buyers for their support
and for offering Fitletic gear.
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ACTIVE

ACTIVE
Whether yo☻u’re going for a jog or running some
errands, these Active belts will help you take your
essentials with you while you stay hands free!

360 °
MINI SPORT
BOLT
ZIPLESS
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BLITZ
NEO I
NEO II
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ACTIVE

ACTIVE

360 °
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360° HB03
VERSATILITY MEETS STYLE! With the extra storage of our new three-pocket belt, you’ll have all
the room you need for your on-the-go essentials to stay hands free!

PRODUCT FEATURES
Water resistant lycra pocket for phone and essentials.
Interior pocket for ID and cash
High Visibility Reflectors
Two quick-access pockets on either side with convenient key clip
Fits iPhone 7 Plus and similar sized phones

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Small 29” (74cm)
Medium 32” (81cm)
Large 36” (91cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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ACTIVE

MINI SPORT MSB01
LESS IS MORE BUT STILL CARRY IT ALL Any minimalist out there will appreciate the simple yet
versatile design of our Mini Sport-Belt, the product that started it all for us. This discrete Lycra pouch
is the smallest in our line, but can expand just enough to fit your iPhone 7 Plus & a few other small
items.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
Interior pocket to secure ID/Cash
Stretchy Lycra pocket for phone and essentials
Fits iPhone 7 Plus and similar sized phones

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: 24” -55” (61-140 cm)
Pocket: 7.5” x 3.25” (19.5cm x 8cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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BOLT MSB02
SLEEK DESIGN, OPTIMUM STORAGE! This trendy two-pouch belt is all you need while on the go.
Even with extra room for your phone, keys, cash and more, you’ll hardly notice it’s there!

PRODUCT FEATURES
Two water resistant neoprene pockets designed for secure storage
of phone, keys, fuel, and more
Interior pocket for ID and cash
Soft Dual-Adjust waist belt
High Visibility Reflectors
Fits iPhone 7 Plus and similar sized phones

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: 30”-40” (76cm-101cm)
Large Pocket: 8.25” x 3.75” (21cm x 9.5cm)
Small Pocket: 5.25” x 3.75” (13cm x 9.5cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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ACTIVE

ZIPLESS NZ01
READY WHEN YOU ARE! This zipless belt is designed with convenience in mind! You’ll love
the secure yet quick access to all your essentials whether you’re traveling or checking off
your daily to-do’s.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Stretchy water resistant enlarged pouch safely fits passport and phone
Silicone grippers for optimal stability
Soft Dual-Adjust waist belt
Interior pocket for ID and cash
Fits iPhone 7 Plus and similar sized phones

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: 28.5”-40” (72cm-101.5cm)
Pocket: 8” x 4” (20cm x 10cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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BLITZ WR01
ZIP, CLIP AND GO! Whether you’re boarding a plane or going for an evening run, this belt has all you
need to be hands free and with the high visibility design, you’re sure to be seen!

PRODUCT FEATURES
Water resistant enlarged pouch safely fits passport and phone
Silicone grippers for optimal stability
Soft Dual-Adjust waist belt
High Visibility Panel and Reflectors
Interior pocket for ID and cash
Fits iPhone 7 Plus and similar sized phones
Convenient earphone port

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: 28.5”-40” (72cm-101.5cm)
Pocket: 7.75” x 4” (19cm x 10cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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ACTIVE

NEO I N01
BUCKLE UP AND GO! Whether running a 5K or running errands, Fitletic’s water resistant
neoprene belt is perfect anytime you need to keep your hands free!

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic design contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Water resistant neoprene pocket for phone and essentials
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
High visiblity reflectors
Interior pocket to secure ID/Cash
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: 24” x 55” (61 cm x 140 cm )
Pocket: 7.75” x 3.75” (19.5cm x 9.5cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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NEO II N02
BUCKLE UP AND GO! Fitletic’s water resistant premium Double Pouch is perfect for runners, walkers,
travelers or anyone on the go who may need extra room for those extra essentials! Most favored by
long distance runners.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomics design contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
High visiblity reflectors
Two water resistant neoprene pocket for phone and essentials
Interior pocket to secure ID/Cash
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 plus and Samsung Galaxy A7

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band 24” x 55” (61cm-140cm)
Large Pocket: 7.5” x 3.5” (19cm x 9cm)
Small Pocket: 5” x 3.5” (12.7cm x 9cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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E ND UR A N C E

ENDURANCE
From training day to race day, Fitletic’s Sports gear allows you to
comfortably move bounce-free. Sleek, lightweight design and water
resistant, these belts provide a convenient hands free experience. So
light, you won’t even know it’s there!

NEO RACING
ULTIMATE I
ULTIMATE II
RACE I
RACE II
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E ND UR A N C E

NEO RACING
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NEO RACING N01R
BUCKLE UP AND GO! Whether training for your first 5K or running a marathon, Fitletic’s water
resistant neoprene belt is perfect anytime you need to keep your hands free! You won’t even
know it’s there.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic design
contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Water resistant neoprene pocket for phone and essentials
Interior pocket for ID and cash
High Visibility Reflectors
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
Includes race bib toggles
Fits most phones including iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: 24”-42” (61 cm - 107 cm)
Pocket: 7.75” x 3.5” (20 cm x 9 cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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E ND UR A N C E

ULTIMATE I N06
FUEL UP WITHOUT SLOWING DOWN! Engineered for the Endurance Athlete, Fitletic’s
patented design lets you comfortably carry enough fuel to go the distance without
compromising on your performance.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic
design contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Ultra soft adjustable waist belt
Water resistant neoprene pocket for phone and essentials
High visibility reflectors
Includes race bib toggles
Six exterior gel loops for on-the-fly access
Interior pocket to secure ID/cash
Fits most phones including iPhone 7 Plus
and Samsung Galaxy A7

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: 24”-42” (61 cm - 107 cm)
Pocket: 7.5” x 3.5” (19 cm x 9cm

COLOR OPTIONS
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ULTIMATE II N04
ENGINEERED FOR THE ENDURANCE ATHLETE. Our superior, patented design lets you
comfortably carry enough fuel to unleash your performance.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic
design contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
Water resistant neoprene pocket for phone and essentials
Six exterior gel loops for on-the-fly access
High visibility reflectors
Includes race bib toggles
Interior pocket to secure ID/cash
Convenient Exterior Pocket
Fits most phones including iPhone 7 Plus
and Samsung Galaxy A7

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: 24”-42” (61 cm - 107 cm)
Pocket: 7.5” x 3.5” (19 cm x 9 cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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E ND UR A N C E

RACE I RN01
Tired of ruining your shirt with safety pins on race day? Fitletic’s Race I Belt is the perfect
solution for the Minimalist Runner or Triathlete. Wear your race number bib with this soft
stretchy fiber belt, so light and comfotable you’ll forget it’s there!

PRODUCT FEATURES
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
High visibility reflectors
Adjustable bib holder

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: Up to 60” (152.5 cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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RACE II

RN06

Building on the Race I, this belt includes loops to hold up to 6 gels for distance races
managing their fuel intake for optimal consistent performance.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
Six energy gel loops for on-the-fly access
High visibility reflectors
Adjustable bib holder

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
Adjustable Band: Up to 60” (152.5 cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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HYD RAT I O N

HYDRATION
Where there is a will to go farther, Fitletic provides the
way. For distance athletes, our hydration solutions include
lightweight technical features that matter. Water-resistant
materials keep your phone, keys, and other essentials
protected. Exterior gel loops provide easy on the fly access. In
addition, the silicon grippers eliminate bounce so your water
bottles and gels are exactly where you want them to be.

HYDRATION BELT
QUENCH
FULLY LOADED
HYDRAPALM
HYRDAPOCKET
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HYD RAT I O N

HYDRATION BELT
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HYDRATION BELT

HYDRA 12-HD06
HYDRA 16-HD08

H2O ON THE GO! Fitletic’s ergonomic design contours to your body to ELIMINATE
BOUNCE and allows for single-handed access of bottles.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic design
contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Silicone grippers to eliminate bounce
Two quick-draw bottle holsters with two 6 oz (175 ml)
or two 8 oz (250 ml) flasks with quick-flow race caps
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
Two exterior energy gel loops for on-the-fly access
High visibility reflectors
Race bib toggles
Water resistant neoprene pocket for phone and essentials
Interior pocket to secure ID /cash
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7
BPA free / dishwater safe

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
S/M 24”–36” (61 cm–91 cm)
L/XL 29”–40” (74 cm–102 cm)

Bottle Sizes
HD06 Two 6 oz ( 175 ml )
HD08 Two 8 oz (250 ml)

COLOR OPTIONS
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HYD RAT I O N

QUENCH QN20
AVAILABLE JULY 2017! A revolution in hydration belts! There has never been one belt with the
versatility to carry a lot, a little, or no hydration at all! Great for walkers, trail runners, hikers and
endurance athletes too

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic design contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Silicone grippers to eliminate bounce
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
Two exterior energy gel loops for on-the-fly access
High visibility reflectors
Race bib toggles
Water resistant neoprene pocket for phone and essentials

Interior pocket to secure ID /cash
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7
Two patented retractable zippered holsters fit most bottles
12–24 oz (350–700 ml)
Pull-tension bottle secure cords
Secure tabs for additional bottle stability

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
S/M 24”-36” (61 cm-91 cm)
L/XL 29”-40” (74 cm-102 cm)”

COLOR OPTIONS
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FULLY LOADED HD12G
DARE TO GO DISTANCE! Fitletic took things to the next level with the newest addition to their
hydration line. The Fully Loaded refueling belt let’s you carry enough hydration & energy gels to
keep you going mile after mile. This innovative ergonomic design revolutionizes the way you carry
your hydration & fuel! Worn low on your hips, this belt contours your body and incorporates silicone
grippers to eliminate bounce. Ideal for any endurance activity, especially running, racing or hiking.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Our exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology ensures
no bouncing or riding up
Silicone grippers to eliminate bounce
One quick-draw bottle holsters with a 12 oz bottle
Four exterior energy gel loops for on-the-fly access
Integrated bib toggles for race day
Water resistant neoprene pouch keeps item safe
Ultra soft, adjustable waist belt
Reflective accents for high visiblity

SPECS
Belt Dimensions
S/M 24”-36” (61cm-91cm)
L/XL 29”-40” (74cm-102cm)

Interior pocket to secure ID /cash
Bottle features a quick-flow race caps for single
handed use BPA free / dishwater safe
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 Plus and
Samsung Galaxy A7

COLOR OPTIONS
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HYD RAT I O N

HYDRAPALM HH12P
ON THE GO & ALWAYS CONNECTED! If you prefer to have your hydration & phone “on hand”, our
Hydra Palm was made just for you. Fitletic perfected this design to deliver comfortable, most
functional & most convenient handheld ever made. Great for running, walking, hiking or rollerblading.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Water resistant neoprene pouch
Bottle features a quick-flow race caps for single handed use
Reflective color paneling for high visiblity
Interior Pocket to secure ID/Cash
Dual zippers for easy access
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7
BPA free / dishwater safe

COLOR OPTIONS
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HYDRAPOCKET

HH12

ON THE GO AND ALWAYS READY! If you prefer to have the hydration “on hand”, our HydraPocket was
made just for you. Fitletic perfected this design to deliver the most comfotable, most functional &
most convenient handheld ever made. Great for running, walking, hiking or rollerblading.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Reflective color paneling
Lightweight pouch to store essentials
Leak free bottle with easy flow spout
Adjustable hand strap for a perfect fit
BPA free / dishwater safe bottle

COLOR OPTIONS
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HYD RAT I O N

JOURNEY BACKPACK JRNBL
AVAILABLE IN SPRING 2017! Preorder our newest and most exciting item of the year, The Journey
Backpack. This backpack is meant to get you through the toughest of trails by carrying all your
essentials and keeping you hydrated, or take out the reservoir and use it every day!

PRODUCT FEATURES
Ergonomic Air Flow Back Panel
Reservoir fits 2L
11 Liter Capacity
High Visibility Reflectors
Inner Organizer Pocket
Quick Stash Pocket
Two side Pockets for
water bottles
Two waist belt pockets
for quick access
Helmet Holster
Mouthpiece pocket
360* zipper puller
Safety whistle
LED light loop
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AR M BA NDS

ARMBANDS
Minimalistic and lightweight, Fitletic Armbands are designed
to propel you forward rather than hold you back. Enhance
your experience with Hydralock or with an add-on for
increased support.

FORTE
SURGE
HYDRALOCK
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AR M BA NDS

FORTE ARM06
RUGGED MEETS COMFORT. NOTHING SHORT OF AMAZING! Even when you’re out blazing a new trail,
switching to a better tune will never compromise your comfort. Our unique design enables you to
navigate through your inner techy while unleashing your outer athlete.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic design contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Ultra soft, adjustable band
High visiblity reflectors
Neoprene pocket for phone and essentials
Interior pocket to secure ID/cash
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7
True touch navigation window for easy use without having to
remove from the pocket
Dual bottom earbud ports
Exterior pocket for on-the-fly access

SPECS
Dimensions
S/M Fits arm up to 12” (30.5cm)
L/XL Fits arm up to 17” (43cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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SURGE ARM03
MINIMUM FEEL, MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE! Whether you’re checking a message or switching to a
better tune, our unique design enables you to navigate through your inner techy while unleashing
your outer athlete.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic design
contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Ultra soft, adjustable band
High visiblity reflectors
Exterior pocket with key clip
Dual bottom earbud ports
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7
True touch navigation window for easy use without having to
remove from the pocket

SPECS
Dimensions
S/M Fits arm up to 12”(30.5cm)
L/XL Fits arm up to 17” (43cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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AR M BA NDS

HYDRALOCK ARMX
DARE TO EXPLORE MORE! Whether you get caught in the rain or tip your kayak the Hydralock
waterproof armband keeps your phone dry. Great for any outdoor adventure where water might just
try to rain on your parade.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Exclusive Dura-Comfort Technology and ergonomic design
contours to your body to eliminate bounce
Ultra soft, adjustable band
High visiblity reflectors
Fits most phones, including iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7
True touch navigation window for easy use without having to
remove from the pocket

SPECS
Dimensions
S/M Fits arm up to 12” (30.5cm)
L/XL Fits arm up to 17” (43cm)

COLOR OPTIONS
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ADD ON S &
EX T RAS

ADD ONS & EXTRAS
Customize your own gear with one of our add-ons. Each
engineered to accommodate your needs. Whether it’s more
hydration or extra storage, Fitletic has a solution for you.

EXTRA MILE
REPLACEMENT BOTTLES
SMARTCASE
RECHARGE
MULTISCARF
HEADBANDS
JOURNEY
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EXTRA MILE AD06, AD08
BPA–free bottle / dishwasher safe
Will slide onto ANY of our belts
High–performance, quick-flow race cap for one-handed drinking
Has elastic inside holster to slide “Add-on” in place
Reflective to keep you safe at night
Two size bottles (6oz or 8oz)
Available in singles or pair

REPLACEMENT BOTTLES RB06, RB08, RB12
BPA–free bottle / dishwasher safe
High–performance, quick-flow race cap for one-handed drinking
Three bottle sizes (6oz, 8oz, or 12oz)
RB06 & RB08 available in black or pink
RB12 available in black

SMARTCASE

ADP06

Fits iPhone 7 Plus and Samsung Galaxy A7
True Touch window
Reflective logo, Light, Comfortable
Top and bottom earphone port
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ADD ON S &
EX T RAS

RECHARGE GAD04
PRODUCT FEATURES:
Loops around any Fitletic belt
4 energy Gel Loops

MULTISCARF MSF
PRODUCT FEATURES:
Can be worn multiple ways
Comes in various patterns
Made with cooling polyester
Available in Prepacked Assortments of 6 or 12

HEADBANDS BANDS
PRODUCT FEATURES:
Comes in various patterns
Made with Polyester-Spandex Mix for elasticity and comfort
Comes in 30+ patterns
Available in Prepacked Assortments of 12 or 18
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BRAND
AMBASSADORS
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PERFORMANCE AT ITS BEST

/fitletic

/fitletic

@fitletic
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866.334.3960

sales@fitletic.com

international@fitletic.com

www.fitletic.com

